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Any healthcare, pharma, or medical 
company that deals with patient data

Any company that is collecting and 
storing customer credit card data
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For the healthcare industry, patient confidentiality is 

paramount. The average cost of a breach in the US  

related to patient data is over $10M dollars, with fines 

attributed to each instance data breached - not just a 

singular file, etc.
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Encrypt all “nonpublic information held or transmitted” 

in the firm. Restrict access privileges not only to 

systems but to the data itself. Implement an audit 

trail system to reconstruct transaction and log access 

privileges. Provide for the retention and “timely 

destruction” of nonpublic information.

• VERA logs every action taken by any user  

 on a VERA-protected file.

• VERA logs every administrative or system  

 action within the VERA system.

• VERA’s detailed audit logs provide  

 defensible proof against data breaches.

• Ability to provide proof of breach reduces  

 the overall requirement by the customer to  

 report a breach occurred.

• Audit log reduces overall financial and   

 brand implications associated with  

 a breach.
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• VERA leverages military-grade encryption  

 for protecting customers’ sensitive file   

 data.

• VERA’s dynamic access control ensures  

 only the right people/parties have access  

 to the data.
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